
CL ...

 07 gsxr 600 - $1000 (Camarillo) 

ventura > motorcycles/scooters - by owner

07 gsxr 600 new motor had the bike for 6 years sad to see the
way it sits. Would be a great track bike. Needs new handle
bars, farings, rearsets and faring stay other then that bike is
solid starts up how it sits. If you are interested shoot me a
text all offers welcome.
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2007 Suzuki  

fuel: gas  

title status: salvage  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6158359254  posted: 4 days ago  email to friend

♥ best of [?]

safety tips
prohibited items
product recalls
avoiding scams
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